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Kevin Daffer Rejoins Intellectual Property Law Boutique Conley Rose
Veteran IP attorney brings extensive patent and litigation experience to tech-heavy Austin office.
AUSTIN, TX – Today Austin, Dallas and Houston-based Intellectual Property “IP” law firm Conley Rose P.C., the
biggest IP Law Boutique based in Texas, announced the recent addition of attorney Kevin Daffer. Daffer
rejoined the firm on September 1, 2018 after resigning as Partner from Matheson, Keys, Daffer & Kordzik
PLLC. Daffer is Of Counsel in the firm’s Austin office and specializes in all aspects of patent litigation,
preparation and prosecution, including counseling, opinions and post-grant proceedings.
Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Daffer was a Partner with firms Matheson, Keys, Daffer & Kordzik and Daffer
McDaniel for 2 and 12 years respectively, as well as Conley Rose from 1994 to 2004. Mr. Daffer has extensive
patent litigation experience, including pre-trial investigations, discovery, claim construction hearings, trials and
appeals representing over 30 successful cases nationwide. He has also served as a patent expert witness and
mediator in patent infringement cases in which he was not litigating.
“Kevin is a valuable addition to our team with his vast amount of experience and background in patent
litigation, as well as patent prosecution, most specifically within the field of integrated circuits. We are proud
to offer our clients the top talent and expertise in the field of IP law and Kevin will be a critical asset to our
Austin clients and firm alike,” said Stewart Mesher, Managing Principal.
Mr. Daffer has prepared and prosecuted, through issuance by the USPTO, over 1000 patents worldwide, with
an emphasis in the electrical and computer arts, and particularly integrated circuits, microprocessor and
computer-based systems, software, mixed signal, networks and wireless communication.
Prior to his legal career, Mr. Daffer was an integrated circuit design engineer with Motorola and holds a B.S. in
electrical engineering in addition to his law degree. His specific areas of practice include patent litigation,
patent preparation and prosecution, and post-grant proceedings. Mr. Daffer is registered to practice before
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
The Austin office of Conley Rose P.C. is located at 13413 Galleria Circle, Suite 100 Austin, TX 78738. For more
information on the firm’s services, please visit www.conleyrose.com.

###
Conley Rose P.C. is exclusively an intellectual property law firm, providing creative, effective and efficient legal
services to a diverse client base. With experience representing numerous Fortune 500 corporations, the firm

has spent over 25 years building a reputation as one of the most trusted IP law firms in the country. The firm
has been recognized as a Top Patent Firm by several organizations, including Juristat and Intellectual Property
Today, with several of its principals having outstanding ratings from Martindale-Hubbell, SuperLawyers,
IPStars and Best Lawyers. Conley Rose has offices in Houston, Austin, and Dallas.
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